State Budgetary Educational Institution Boarding School #576 of Secondary General Education with Advanced Learning of Physical Education of the Vasileostrovsky District of St. Petersburg

Registration N 7801265957
Principle State Registration Number 1047800031355
Founded May 14, 2004
Current state registered
Registered Russian Federation
Address 199155, Санкт-Петербург, переулок Каховского, 2
Website
State Budgetary Educational Institution Boarding School #576 of Secondary General Education with Advanced Learning of Physical Education of the Vasileostrovsky District of St. Petersburg

Last profile update: **Sept. 5, 2023**

**Connections:**

- **Close associates**
  - Skarlygina Natalya Vyacheslavovna – director

- **Finances**
  - Holding Company ‘Main All-Regional Construction Deptment ‘Tsentr’’ JSC – Public contracts/Contractor
  - ‘Otchizna’ Secutiry Company LLC – Public contracts/Contractor
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